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Why Yukawa sector?

No principle at present.

Lots of parameters: 9 masses, 3 angles, and a phase.
Determined with some precision.
Hierarchy, but .....

History
CPV in K decays 3rd gen.

KM

B (Flavor) physics

Future

New physics
SUSY, Extra Dim., ...
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CKM and B PHYSICS
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荷電カレント相互作用
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ゲージ相互作用の固有状態 d!
L , u!

L

LCC =
g2!
2
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µ ū!Li!
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2
W"
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質量の固有状態 dL , uL
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g2!
2
W+

µ ūL!µV dL +
g2!
2
W!

µ d̄L!µV †uL

V ! U†
uUd Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa 行列
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CKM行列の構造
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VCKM =

!

"
Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb

#

$

=

!

"
c12c13 s12c13 s13e!i!13

!s12c23 ! c12s23s13ei!13 c12c23 ! s12s23s13ei!13 s23c13

s12s23 ! c12c23s13ei!13 !c12s23 ! s12c23s13ei!13 c23c13

#

$

cij = cos !ij , sij = sin !ij

PDG parameterization
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Wolfenstein parametrization

実験: 1! |Vus|! |Vcb|! |Vub|

s12 = ! ! 0.22, s23 = !2A, s13e
!i!13 = !3A("" i#)

!

"
1! !2

2 ! !3A("! i#)
!! 1! !2

2 !2A
!3A(1! "! i#) !!2A 1

#

$ + O(!4)
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Lepton Photon 2009 Expt. Status of the CKM Matrix (S.Prell)

CKM Matrix Element Magnitudes
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V !
ubVud + V !

cbVcd + V !
tbVtd = 0

!̄ = !(1! "2/2 + · · · )
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1

!mdB ! Xul!
B ! (!,")l#

B ! D!l!
B ! Xcl!

B ! !!

B ! DK

B ! J/!KS
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             混合
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topの寄与が支配的
M12(Bd) ! (VtbV

!
td)

2

M12(Bs) ! (VtbV
!
ts)

2

B0–B̄0

box diagram
i = u, c, t

W W

j = ū, c̄, t̄
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b
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q
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V !
iq
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B̄0
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質量差
!mq ! 2|M12(Bq)| (q = d, s)
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! = 1.23± 0.02± 0.03 lattice QCD

!md

!ms
=

!!!!
Vtd

Vts

!!!!
2

!2 ! : SU(3)の破れ

!!!!
Vtd

Vts

!!!! = 0.209± 0.001± 0.006

!ms = 17.77± 0.10± 0.07 ps!1
!md = 0.507± 0.005 ps!1実験値:
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CP非対称性
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!(B0(t)! f) " 1 + |!f |2 + (1# |!f |2) cos!m t

+ 2 Im!f sin!m t

!(B̄0(t)! f) " 1 + |!f |2 # (1# |!f |2) cos!m t

# 2 Im!f sin!m t

!f =
q

p

!f |B̄0"
!f |B0" # M!

12

|M12|
!f |B̄0"
!f |B0"

Af =
!(B̄0(t)! f)" !(B0(t)! f)
!(B̄0(t)! f) + !(B0(t)! f)

= Sf sin!m t" Cf cos!m t
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Cf =
1! |!f |2

1 + |!f |2

Mixing-induced CPV Sf = ! 2 Im!f

1 + |!f |2

B0

B̄0

f

Direct CPV

B f
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(CP odd)f = J/! KS

SJ/!KS
= sin 2!1 CJ/!KS

= 0

sin 2!1 = 0.681± 0.025
実験値

!J/!KS
=

M!
12

|M12| =
V !

tbVtd

VtbV !
td

= e"2i"1
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NEW PHYSICS
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Flavor Structure of the Standard Model
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Flavor symmetry of the SM gauge sector
(i.e. turning off the Yukawa couplings)

lLi, eRi, qLi, uRi, dRi (i = 1, 2, 3)

Turning on the Yukawa couplings,

GF !" U(1)B #U(1)L #U(1)Y
LY

What about new physics at the TeV scale?

GF = U(3)5

= SU(3)5 !U(1)B !U(1)L !U(1)Y !U(1)PQ !U(1)eR
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Minimal Flavor Violation
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GF and CP are broken solely by Yukawa as in the SM.

All flavor and CP violations are controlled by Y.

Ex. MSSM with real and universal soft breakings
(minimal supergravity model)

Rather small deviations from the SM.

More precise measurements at
super B factory.
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Non-Minimal Flavor Violation
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New sources of flavor and CP violation

Ex. SU(5) SUSY GUT with !R

Neutrino Yukawa breaks      .GF

U(2) flavor symmetry model
U(2) breakings in soft SUSY breakings

(U(2) ! GF )

Larger deviations from the SM.

Rather restricted.
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FIG. 12 (color online). Correlation between !3 and !mBs
=!mBd

for the same parameter sets as those in Fig. 6.

FIG. 13 (color online). Correlations among b ! s observables and B!" ! #$".

GOTO, OKADA, SHINDOU, AND TANAKA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 77, 095010 (2008)

095010-20

!3

!mBs

!mBd

mSUGRA SU(5)! !R SU(5)! !R SU(5)! !R

SU(5)! !R SU(5)! !R U(2)

 !3 vs !mBs/!mBd
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FIG. 7 (color online). The mixing-induced CP asymmetry in Bd ! K!! as functions of m"~d1# for the same parameter sets as those
for Fig. 6.

FIG. 8 (color online). The direct CP asymmetry in b ! d! as functions of m"~d1# for the same parameter sets as those for Fig. 6.

PATTERNS OF FLAVOR SIGNALS IN SUPERSYMMETRIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 77, 095010 (2008)

095010-17

squark mass

mSUGRA

S

SU(5)! !R SU(5)! !R

SU(5)! !R SU(5)! !R

SU(5)! !R

U(2)

Mixing-induced CPV in Bd ! K!!
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CP Violation in 
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Bs ! J/! "

matrix element is expected to be 0.01 rad level [12]. In the
degenerate !R with inverted hierarchical neutrinos
(D!R-IH) and the nondegenerate !R (I) with normal hier-
archical neutrinos (ND!R!I"-NH) cases of the SU(5) SUSY
GUT with right-handed neutrinos, the SUSY contributions
to mixing-induced CP asymmetries in Bs ! J= ", Bd !
K##, and Bd ! "KS can be significant. On the other hand,
in the nondegenerate !R (II) with normal hierarchical
neutrinos (ND!R!II"-NH) case of SU(5) SUSY GUT with
right-handed neutrinos, there is a significant SUSY con-
tribution to the b! d# decay amplitude, so that
SCP!Bd ! $#" can be as large as $0:1. Large SUSY
contributions can be found for almost all modes we analyze
in the U(2) model. Only the direct CP asymmetry in b!
d# does not show any significant deviation from the SM.

The correlation between "3 and !mBs=!mBd is shown
in Fig. 12. !mBs=!mBd is sensitive to the new physics
contributions to the Bd % "Bd and Bs % "Bs mixing matrix
elements unless the contributions cancel in the ratio. For
the mSUGRA case, the deviation is negligible and the plot
in this plane is the same as in the SM. The lower limit of "3
is determined by the constraint from "K. In the D!R-NH
and D!R-D cases of SU(5) SUSY GUT with right-handed
neutrinos, the deviation in the correlation is not so signifi-
cant. In the D!R-IH and the nondegenerate !R cases of

SU(5) SUSY GUT with right-handed neutrinos, as well as
the U(2) model, some deviations appear in the correlation
plots. In the D!R-IH and ND!R!I"-NH cases the deviation
comes from the SUSY contribution to the Bs % "Bs mixing
matrix element, while Bd % "Bd receive sizable SUSY cor-
rection in ND!R!II"-NH. In the U(2) model SUSY contri-
butions show up in both matrix elements. In order to
identify the deviation in the correlation in the future, it is
required that the evaluation of the % parameter by the
lattice QCD calculation is significantly improved and that
the "3 is precisely measured from tree-level dominant
processes.

In Fig. 13, we show the correlations among SCP!Bd !
K##", !SCP!Bd ! "KS", SCP!Bs ! J= "", and B!& !
'#" for D!R-IH and ND!R!I"-NH cases of the SU(5)
SUSY GUT with right-handed neutrinos, where these
quantities are significantly affected. We can see that large
deviations in b! s transitions occur in the region with
B!& ! '#" * 10%9. Also there is a positive correlation
between SCP!Bd ! K##" and !SCP!Bd ! "KS".

We also calculate the branching ratio and the forward-
backward asymmetry of b! sl&l%, which are sensitive to
the amplitudes from photon- and Z-penguin and box dia-
grams. In all the cases we consider here, we find the
deviations are negligible.

FIG. 11 (color online). Predicted value of the mixing-induced CP asymmetry in Bs ! J= " as a function of m!~d1" for the same
parameter sets as those for Fig. 6.

PATTERNS OF FLAVOR SIGNALS IN SUPERSYMMETRIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 77, 095010 (2008)

095010-19

squark mass

S

mSUGRA SU(5)! !R SU(5)! !R SU(5)! !R

SU(5)! !R SU(5)! !R U(2)
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modeled as a Gaussian function centered at zero, and a
nonprompt component. The nonprompt component is
modeled as a superposition of one exponential for t < 0
and two exponentials for t > 0, with free slopes and nor-
malizations. The distributions of the backgrounds in mass,
cos!, ’, and cosc are parametrized by low-order poly-
nomials. We also allow for a background term analogous to
the interference term of the A0 and Ak waves, with one free
coefficient. For each of the above background functions we
use two separate sets of free parameters for the prompt and
nonprompt components.

In the following, we fix !Ms to 17:77! 0:12 ps"1, as
measured in Ref. [12]. The phases analogous to "i have
been measured for the decay B0

d ! J=cK# at the B facto-
ries. We allow the phases "i to vary around the world-
average values [13] for the B0

d ! J=cK# decay, "1 $
"0:46 and "2 $ 2:92, under a Gaussian constraint. The
width of the Gaussian, chosen to be #=5, allows for some
degree of violation of the SU%3& symmetry relating the two
decay processes, while still effectively constraining the
signs of cos"i to agree with those of Ref. [13]. The mirror
solution with cos"1 < 0 is disfavored on theoretical [14]
and experimental [15] grounds.

Results of the fit are presented in Table I. The fit yields a
likelihood maximum at $s $ "0:57'0:24

"0:30 and !"s $
0:19! 0:07 ps"1, where the errors are statistical only.
Confidence-level contours in the $s " !"s plane are
shown in Fig. 2. Studies using pseudoexperiments with
similar statistical sensitivity indicate an expected statistical
uncertainty in$s of 0.33 and no significant biases. The test
finds allowed ranges at the 90% CL of"1:20<$s < 0:06
and 0:06<!"s < 0:30 ps"1. To quantify the level of
agreement with the SM, we use pseudoexperiments
with the ‘‘true’’ value of the parameter $s set to $s $
"2%s%$ "0:04& predicted by the SM. We find the proba-
bility of 6.6% to obtain a fitted value of $s lower than
"0:57. With this input $s, we obtain !"s $ 0:14!
0:07 ps"1. This is consistent with the theoretical prediction
of 0:088! 0:017 ps"1 [1].

The fit results for the case of free "i are shown in the
second column in Table I. The maximum likelihood occurs
at two sets of phases "i. In addition, the signal probability
distribution is invariant under the simultaneous transfor-
mation (!"s ! "!"s, $s ! #"$s, "1 ! #" "1,

"2 ! #" "2). There are two allowed ranges of $s and
!"s at the 90% CL, ("1:22<$s <"0:08, 0:05<!"s <
0:33 ps"1), and ("3:06<$s <"1:92, "0:33<!"s <
"0:05 ps"1). For the SM hypothesis, we find a probability
of 8.5% to obtain a likelihood ratio higher than that ob-
served in the data.
The measurement uncertainties are dominated by the

limited statistics. Uncertainty in the acceptance as a func-
tion of the transversity angles is small, the largest effect is
on jA0%0&j2 " jAjj%0&j2. Effects of the imperfect knowledge
of the flavor-tagging purity are estimated by varying the
flavor purity parametrization within uncertainties. The
likelihood definition does not include the differences be-
tween the distributions of the flavor-tagging probability for
various components of the sample. We find the effect of
adding this dependence small, and assign an appropriate
systematic uncertainty. The ‘‘interference’’ term in the
background model accounts for the collective effect of
various physics processes. However, its presence may be
partially due to detector acceptance effects. Therefore, we
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FIG. 2 (color online). Confidence-level contours in the !"s "
$s plane for the fit with the Gaussian constraint on the phases "1

and "2. The curves correspond to expected CL $ 68:3%
(dashed) and 90% (solid). The cross shows the best fit point
and one-dimensional uncertainties. Also shown is the SM pre-
diction, $s $ "2%s $ "0:04, !"SM

s $ 0:088! 0:017 ps"1 [1]
and the expected behavior [10] of possible deviations from SM,
!"s $ !"SM

s ( j cos%$s&j.

TABLE II. Sources of systematic uncertainty in the results for the case of free $s.

Source #&s (ps) !"s (ps
"1) A?%0& jA0%0&j2 " jAjj%0&j2 $s

Acceptance !0:003 !0:003 !0:005 !0:03 !0:005
Signal mass model "0:01 '0:006 "0:003 "0:001 "0:006
Flavor purity estimate !0:001 !0:001 !0:001 !0:001 !0:01
Flavor purity model '0:003 '0:003 <0:001 '0:002 '0:04
Background model '0:003 '0:02 "0:02 "0:01 '0:02
!Ms input !0:01 !0:001 !0:001 !0:001 '0:06, "0:01
Total !0:01 '0:02, "0:01 '0:01, "0:02 !0:03 '0:08, "0:02

PRL 101, 241801 (2008) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
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D0CDF
These relations assume that there is no direct CP violation
in the system. The time dependence is convolved with a
Gaussian proper time resolution function with standard
deviation !t, which is adjusted by an overall calibration
factor determined from the fit using promptly decaying
background candidates. The average of the resolution
function is 0.08 ps, with a root-mean-square deviation of
0.04 ps.

We model the background lifetime PDF Pb!tj!t" with a
delta function at t # 0, one and two exponentials with
negative slope for t < 0 and t > 0, respectively, all of
which are convolved with the Gaussian resolution function.
The background angular PDFs are factorized, Pb! ~"" #
Pb!cos#T"Pb!’T"Pb!cos T", and are obtained using B0

s
mass sidebands events.

Possible asymmetries between the tagging rate and di-
lution of B0

s and !B0
s mesons have been studied with control

samples and found to be statistically insignificant. We
allow important sources of systematic uncertainty, such
as the determination of overall calibration factors associ-
ated with the proper decay time resolution and the dilu-
tions, to float in the fit. The mixing frequency
"ms # 17:77$ 0:12 ps%1 is constrained in the fit within
the experimental uncertainties [6]. Systematic uncertain-
ties coming from alignment, detector sculpting, back-
ground angular distributions, decays from other B
mesons, the modeling of signal and background are found
to have a negligible effect on the determination of both "#
and $s relative to statistical uncertainties.

The signal probability distribution is invariant under the
simultaneous transformation (2$s ! %% 2$s, "# !
%"#, &k ! 2%% &k, and &? ! %% &?), causing the
likelihood function to have two minima. This symmetry
can be removed by restricting any of the above parameters
within appropriate ranges. However, even after removal of
the exact symmetry, approximate symmetries remain, pro-
ducing local minima. Since the log-likelihood function is
nonparabolic, we cannot meaningfully quote point esti-
mates. Instead we choose to construct a confidence region
in the 2$s % "# plane.

We use the Feldman-Cousins likelihood ratio ordering
[20] to determine the confidence level (CL) for a 20& 40
grid evenly spaced in 2$s 2 '%%=2; 3%=2( and "# 2
'%0:7; 0:7(. The other parameters in the fit are treated as
nuisance parameters (e.g., B0

s mean width, transversity
amplitudes, strong phases) [21]. To ensure that the ob-
tained confidence regions provide the quoted coverage
against deviations of the nuisance parameters from their
values measured in our fit to data, we perform pseudoex-
periments by randomly sampling the nuisance parameter
space within $5! of the fit values and confirm coverage of
the 68% and 95% confidence regions shown in Fig. 2. The
solution centered in 0 ) 2$s ) %=2 and "#> 0 corre-
sponds to cos!&?"< 0 and cos!&? % &k"> 0, while the
opposite is true for the solution centered in %=2 ) $s ) %

and "#< 0. Assuming the standard model predicted val-
ues of 2$s # 0:04 and "# # 0:096 ps%1 [9], the proba-
bility to observe a likelihood ratio equal to or higher than
what is observed in data is 15%. Additionally, we present a
Feldman-Cousins confidence interval of 2$s, where "# is
treated as a nuisance parameter, and find that 2$s 2
'0:32; 2:82( at the 68% confidence level. The CP phase
2$s, "#, #, and the linear polarization amplitudes are
consistent with those measured in Ref. [10]. We also ex-
ploit current experimental and theoretical information to
extract tighter bounds on the CP-violating phase. Applying
the constraint j#12j # 0:048$ 0:018 [9] in the relation
"# # 2j#12j cos!2$s", we obtain 2$s 2 '0:24; 1:36( [
'1:78; 2:90( at the 68% C.L.

In summary we present confidence bounds on the
CP-violation parameter 2$s and the width difference "#
from the first study of B0

s ! J= ' decays using flavor
tagging. Assuming the standard model predicted values of
2$s # 0:04 and "# # 0:096 ps%1, the probability of a
deviation as large as the level of the observed data is
15%, which corresponds to 1.5 Gaussian standard devia-
tions. Treating "# instead as a nuisance parameter and
fitting only for 2$s, we find that 2$s 2 '0:32; 2:82( at the
68% confidence level. The presented experimental bounds
restrict the knowledge of 2$s to two of the four solutions
allowed in measurements that do not use flavor tagging
[10,12] and improve the overall knowledge of this
parameter.
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FIG. 2. Feldman-Cousins confidence region in the 2$s % "#
plane, where the standard model favored point is shown with
error bars [9]. The intersection of the horizontal and vertical
dotted lines indicates the reflection symmetry in the 2$s % "#
plane.
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CKM scheme seems OK at ∼10% accuracy.

A few % new physics might be there.

Interplay between LHC and flavor factories.
Super KEKB, JPARC K experiments,
LFV searches, EDM, neutrinos, β decays, etc.

Yukawa sector, flavor structure
Key issue for new physics

MFV or Non-MFV


